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COMPANY & 
PROCESS 



HISTORY   
Cyclus history starts in the year 2000 in 
Bogota, Colombia, when two local designers 
decide to start making accessories made 
out of reused tyre inner tubes. Beginning of 

2011 a major turnaround occurs, when a 
Swiss angel investor discovers the amazing 
beauty & history behind these inner tubes 
and decides to buy the company, keeping 

these inner tubes in the brand’s ADN,  
but completely reinventing the rest.

OUR TEAM 
Everything is possible thanks to a group of 
people that put their wit, talent, passion and 
heart into their daily tasks.
We introduce you to some of our staff mem-
bers Henry is a lover of the local Colombian 
dish, “Bandeja Paisa”, and technology. He has 
been at Cyclus for four years and has learned 
to do all kinds of things. He is currently an 
assembler and wakes up every morning at 
4am to go to work. He gets on his motorcycle 
and commutes through great part of the city. 
He like the idea of working with tire inner 
tubes, for he feels he is making a difference. 
His favorite Cyclus bag is the Pangolin 

backpack. He is looking forward to finishing 
his studies in business software. Alba Lucia 
is a woman with a quiet disposition and high 
concentration, always focused on her things. 
She has been working as a seamstress at 
Cyclus for the last three years, assuming the 
challenge of working with unfamiliar materials 
like the inner tube. Alba believes that hard 
things are the easiest and that’s why she is 
passionate about the Pangolin line. She enjoys 
arriving home to spend time with her sisters 
and her nieces, with whom she lives. To arrive 
at work, she prefers to use Bogota’s mass 
transportation system: Transmilenio. 

Andrea, who prefers not to reveal her real 
name, is a young and enthusiastic woman. 
She loves the outdoors and animals, especially 
insects. She feels identified with innovative 
and simple things and that’s why she recently 
purchased an Anteos backpack. She has 
been working since she was 14 years old 
without dropping out of school. She was an 
operator and sales rep in the shoe industry 
and has been working at Cyclus for some time 
now. Aside from always greeting people with 
a smile, she is currently running our flagship 
store in Bogota.

THE BRAND /
PHILOSOPHY 
 
We are THE inner tube company. The inner 
tube is our distinctive emblem. But not just any 
kind of inner tube. An inner tube that has a 
rich history, that has travelled for thousands of 
kilometers across Colombia, making it very  

unique and beautiful in both its appearance 
and texture.
All of our products are one of a kind, proudly 
hand made in our factory in Bogota, where 
our team chooses with great care, each part of 

inner tube that will be part of your accessory. 
At Cyclus we make objects for real people 
who value and prefer quality of life over status 
and external appearances.
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The tire is a non-biodegradable material due 
to the fact that the rubber that composes 
tires (polybutadiene, or C4H8), has a chemical 
structure that is alien to microorganisms that 
usually degrade materials. The impossibility for 
natural transformation of tire rubber causes 
these wastes to lie in landfills for a very long time, 
generating accumulation issues that have severe 
repercussions on the environment and society. 
Due to the fact that the useful life of a tire is a lot

shorter than its life in the landfill, different 
elimination processes have been developed. 
Whether through combustion or using chemical  
products for breakdown, these practices 
generate serious environmental problems due 
to the introduction of toxic gases in the atmos-
phere. Heavy metals and benzenes freed 
because of these emissions are also capable 
of causing serious illnesses.
Solutions like compaction of the material so it can  

be used as filler for roads or as material
for shoe soles are some of the alternatives that 
can be used to ameliorate the problem.
As we are committed to this cause, at Cyclus 
we design products that extend the tire’s life 
cycle, giving the rubber new uses. For this 
we use the inner tube of the tires, since it is 
thinner and more flexible, we can produce 
multiple forms and is much more manageable 
than outer tire rubber.

We obtain our inner tubes thanks to a group of 
people that recognize the value of reusing what 
was considered waste.  They help us to collect 

inner tubes from various repair shops and roads 
all over Colombia. Once they arrive at our factory, 
the inner tubes are washed and cleaned with 

eco-friendly products and totally biodegradable 
catalysts. Once ready for manipulation, the tires 
are incorporated into the manufacturing process.

The process that we use in order to transform 
tires and give them new uses is the following:

Washing / Cleaning
Once they arrive at our factory, the inner tubes 
are washed and cleaned with bio-friendly 
products and completely biodegradable 
catalysts. Once ready for manipulation, the inner 
tubes are incorporated into the cutting process.

Cutting
Each inner tube is unique. We choose the most 
appropriate one for each piece, considering 
aesthetics and its caliber. Depending on the 
final product, we select its location and confi-
guration within the material for final cutting.

Assembly
Each product model is made up of a number 
of pieces which, once cut, are marked and 
assembled for sowing.

Stiching
Our trimmers are the people in charge of com-
pleting the stiching process with machines, 
in charge of unifying the collection of pieces 
for a final product. This team of experts trims 
the product pieces using non-conventional 
materials and they have developed effective 
techniques that guarantee product quality.

Cleaning
To complete the production process, the 
product is cleaned and polished with the goal 
of giving it an ideal finish. Before we label 
and pack our products, they are submitted to 
final quality control in order to ensure that we 
deliver a functional and long lasting product.

Properties and Characteristics
We take advantage of the properties and  
characteristics of rubber so that the products 
we manufacture are durable and useful for 
a long time. 
Main Characteristics:
• Waterproof.
• Resistant to extreme changes 
 and temperatures.
• Resistant to acids.
• UV Resistant.

Care Tips
In order to guarantee the durability of our 
products, we recommend the following tips:
• Try not to leave them exposed to the sun  
 for prolonged periods of time. The pro- 
 duct may overheat.
• Use water to clean your product. Don’t  
 forget to dry it with a clean and dry towel,  
 or leave it to dry in the shade without  
 straining.

• If you prefer a shiny finish, use a polishing  
 brush for shoes over the product surfaces  
 you want to polish. Remember not to use  
 shoe polish or leather polish.

THE MATERIAL /THE PROBLEM 

WHERE AND HOW

MANUFACTURING PROCESS



INNER TUBE 
 
A great diversity of inner tubes (tractors, trucks and buses) that 
were used and disposed under very different conditions, result in 
this incredible variety of textures and beauty which makes each 
Cyclus accessory so special, unique and incomparable.
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PREMIUM
COLLECTION
“Using our top of the range inner tubes 
in combination with the finest fabrics, 
leathers, fixtures and zippers, we’ve 
created our premium line„ 
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Category: Briefcases    

Gender: MALE  
  
Product Fine Designed men’s Briefcase with RIRI zipper,  
Description: made out of reused tyre inner tubes and fine  
 Colombian leather. The Alamo is a fully-equipped  
 and easy-access briefcase, perfect for carrying  
 your 15” Laptop everywhere on business or  
 as everyday carry-all. 
 
Weight: 1300 gr  

Dimensions:  (MM) 380 × 330 × 120  
 (Inches) 14,96 × 12,99 × 4,72  
 
 
 

Volume: 15” Laptop   

Outside: Water Resistant  
 Airflow Back channels for comfort 
 and ergonomics  
 Padded adjustable shoulder straps  
 RIRI Zipper  

Inside: Cushioned compartment, lined with waterproof  
 fabric that keeps dirt away.
 Multiple internal slip pockets for easy organization.
 Internal practical organizer with zipper pocket.  
 

ALAMO
Colours
available:
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Category: Briefcases    

Gender: FEMALE  
  
Product Fine Designed women’s Briefcase with RIRI zipper,  
Description: made out of reused tyre inner tubes and fine  
 Colombian leather. This briefcase has space for  
 everything, great to use it as a business case or  
 as a great everyday carry-all.  
 
Weight: 1250 gr  

Dimensions:  (MM) 360 × 310 × 130  
 (Inches) 14,17 × 12,20 × 5,11 
  
 
 
 

Volume: 15” Laptop   

Outside: Shoulder strap with removable pad 
 Water Resistant   
 Capacity for laptop up to 15”. 
 Two external zipper pockets 
 on the front for easy access 
 Two external hidden zipper pockets 
 on the back for easy access  
 Wide, superior zipper closure 
 with double zipper for easy access.  

Inside: Cushioned compartment, lined with waterproof  
 fabric that keeps dirt away.
 Multiple internal slip pockets for easy organization.
 Internal practical organizer with zipper pocket.  
 

ACACIA   
Colours
available:



Category: Portfolio / Messenger Bags  
 
Gender: UNISEX 
    
Product Medium Size Messenger Bag with highly resistant  
Description: nylon strap, made of fine Colombian leather  
 water resistant on the front and reused tyre  
 inner tubes on the back. 

Weight: 1050 grs  
  
Dimensions:  (MM) 430 × 310 × 95    
 (Inches) 16,92 × 12,20 × 3,74

  

Volume: 15” Laptop 
 
Outside: Shoulder strap with removable pad
  Water resistant leather
 Button closure
 Large external zipper pocket on the back
 Grab strap in leather  
  
Inside: Secure slip pocket for Laptop up to 15”
 Internal practical organizer with zipper pocket
 Key Holder Hook  
 

CHAPATIN L 15”
Colours
available:
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Category: Handbags   
Gender: FEMALE     
Product Uniquely expandable handbag made out of reused   
Description: tyre inner tubes and fine Colombian leather.
Weight: 550 grs    
Dimensions:  (MM) 470 × 320 × 100    
 (Inches) 18,50 × 12,59 × 3,93  
Volume  Laptop 13” 
(Expanded):
Outside: RMultiple handbags in one  
 RIRI Zippered top for secure closure  
 Leather straps for maximum comfort
 Inside: Practical organizer slip pocket on the inside  
 Small zipper pocket on the inside  
 Key Holder Hook  

ACORDEON

Category: Handbags    
Gender: FEMALE     
Product Fine Designed yet very practical handbag,   
Description: expandable with zippers on the bottom, 
 made out of reused tyre inner tubes and fine 
 Colombian leather
Weight: 950 grs    
Dimensions:  (MM) 370 × 310 × 80    
 (Inches) 14,56 × 12,20 × 3,14  
Volume: 15” Laptop 
Outside: Water Resistant  
 Inferior zipper that allows you to expand 
 the whole handbag.
 Two medium external pockets with RiRi chrome  
 zipper for easy access on the front.
 Hidden large zipper pocket on the back for 
 easy access      
 Inside: Cushioned laptop compartment for sizes up to 15”,  
 lined with waterproof fabric that repeals dirt.
 Internal practical organizer with zipper pocket

FAYA
Colours
available:

Colours
available:



CLASSIC
COLLECTION
“Simple yet very functional, solid products for 
your everyday use to school, work or travel.  
Different sizes, colors to perfectly fit everyone’s needs!„ 
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Category: Backpacks    

Gender: UNISEX  
  
Product Classic urban backpack, made principally out of  
Description: reused tyre inner tubes. 
 The Caparazon Backpack features padded  
 straps and a back panel with water resistant  
 and breathable fabric for comfort and total  
 dryness.    
 
Weight: 1250 grs  

Dimensions:  (MM) 420 × 290 × 160  
 (Inches) 16,53 × 11,41 × 6,29  
 
 
 

Volume: 15” Laptop   

Outside: Water Resistant  
 Airflow Back channels for comfort and ergonomics
 Padded adjustable shoulder straps 
 RIRI water resistant Zipper 

Inside: Internal laptop compartment for full protection
 - up to 15-inch slip and velcro closure  
 Large compartment slipped pocket for tablets 
  Practical Organizer Velcro pockets.  
 One slipped organizer pocket for pens.  
 Internal zippered pocket on the bottom  
 Large zippered mesh compartment  
 

CAPARAZON
Colours
available:
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Category: Backpacks    

Gender: MALE  
  
Product Uniquely expandable Backpack inspired by the  
Description: Pangolin animal’s biomechanics, made principally  
 out of reused tyre inner tubes.   
 The Anteos Backpack features padded straps  
 and a back panel with water resistant and 
 breathable fabric for comfort and total dryness.  

Weight: 1050 grs  

Dimensions:  (MM) 410 × 380 × 240  
 (Inches) 16,14 × 14,96 × 9,44  
  
 
 

Volume: 15” Laptop   

Outside: Water Resistant  
 Airflow Back channels for comfort and ergonomics
 Padded adjustable shoulder straps  
 RIRI water resistant Zipper

Inside: Internal laptop compartment for full protection
 - up to 15-inch slip and velcro closure
 Large compartment slipped pocket for tablets
 Practical Organizer Velcro pockets.  
 One slipped organizer pocket for pens.  
 Internal zippered pocket on the bottom  
 Large zippered mesh compartment  

ANTEOS   
Colours
available:



Category: Messenger Bag 
  
Gender: UNISEX 
    
Product Medium Size Messenger Bag with highly resistant  
Description: and adjustable nylon strap, made principally out  
 of reused tyre inner tubes on the front and water  
 resistant nylon fabric on the back.

Weight: 950 grs 
   
Dimensions:  (MM) 420 × 300 × 90    
 (Inches) 16,53 × 11,81 × 3,54

  

Volume: 15” Laptop  

Outside: Shoulder strap with removable pad  
 Water Resistant  
 Button closure  
 Large external zipper pocket on the back  
 Grab strap in leather     

Inside: Secure slip pocket for Laptop up to 15”  
 Internal practical organizer with zipper pocket 
 Key Holder Hook  
 

CHAPATIN 15”
Colours
available:
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Category: Handbags   
Gender: FEMALE     
Product Uniquely designed handbag inspired by animal  
Description: scales, made principally out of reused tyre inner  
 tubes. The “Pholi” handbag is perfect to wear it  
 daily because of its light weight and confortable  
 design.
Weight: 450 grs    
Dimensions:  (MM) 370 × 340 × 60    
 (Inches) 14,56 × 13,38 × 2,36  
Volume: Ipad / Laptop 13” 
Outside: Rubber scales in front  
 Water Resistant  
 Zipper closure on the top
 Inside: Easily washable and dirt repellent inner lining
 Zipper pocket on the inside  
 Practical organizer slip pocket on the inside  
 Key Holder Hook  

PHOLI
Colours
available:

Category: Messenger Bag   
Gender: UNISEX     
Product Small Messenger Bag with highly resistant and  
Description: adjustable nylon strap, made principally out 
 of reused tyre inner tubes on the front 
 and water resistant nylon fabric on the back.
Weight: 900 grs    
Dimensions:  (MM) 320 × 230 × 70    
 (Inches) 12,59 × 9,05 × 2,75  
Volume: Ipad / Ipad 2 
Outside: Shoulder strap with removable pad  
 Water Resistant  
 Button closure     
 Inside: Small zippered mesh pocket   
 Internal practical organizer with zipper pocket 
  Key Holder Hook 

 

CHAPATIN
Colours
available:



Category: Messenger Bags 
Gender: UNISEX 
Product Small Bag with highly resistant nylon strap and  
Description: adjustable, made principally out of reused tyre  
 inner tubes on the front and water resistant nylon  
 fabric on the back.
Weight: 400 grs    
Dimensions:  (MM) 220 × 160 × 50    
 (Inches) 8,66 × 6,29 × 1,96  
Volume: Iphone 
Outside: Water Resistant  
 Zipper Closure on the top  
 Small external velcro pocket on the front  
 Small external zipper pocket on the front 
  

KIN
Colours
available:

MINIMAGNETO

Category: Handbags   
Gender: FEMALE     
Product Medium Capacity Handbag with adjustable and  
Description: resistant nylon strap, made principally out of  
 reused tyre inner tubes.
Weight: 550 grs    
Dimensions:  (MM) 290 × 220 × 70    
 (Inches) 11,41 × 8,66 × 2,75  
Volume: Iphone 
Outside: Water Resistant  
 Padded and adjustable shoulder strap  
 Button Closure     
 Inside: Small Internal zippered mesh pocket   
 Practical organizer zipper pocket  
 Key Holder Hook 

Colours
available:
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Category: Messenger Bags     
Gender: UNISEX  
Product Small Messenger Bag with highly resistant and 
Description: adjustable nylon strap, made principally out of  
 reused tyre inner tubes on the front and water  
 resistant nylon fabric on the back.   
Weight: 900 grs.  
Dimensions:  (MM) 320 × 260 × 80  
 (Inches) 12,59 × 10,23 × 3,14  
Volume: Ipad / Ipad 2 
Outside: Shoulder strap with removable pad
 Water Resistant 
 Small external zipper pocket
 Velcro closure
 Zipper closure on the top
Inside: Internal practical organizer with zipper pocket
 Key Holder Hook  

Other size: 15”

45° 
Colours
available:

Category: Messenger Bags 
Gender: UNISEX 
Product Small Messenger Bag with highly resistant and 
Description: adjustable nylon strap, made principally out 
 of reused tyre inner tubes on the front and water  
 resistant nylon fabric on the back.
Weight: 750 grs.     
Dimensions:  (MM) 350 × 270 × 70    
 (Inches) 13,78 × 10,63 × 2,75  
Volume: Ipad / Ipad 2 
Outside: Shoulder strap with removable pad  
 Water Resistant  
 mall external zipper pocket  
 Velcro closure  
 Zipper closure on the top   
Inside: Internal practical organizer with zipper pocket  
 Key Holder Hook   

Other size: 15” 

85°
Colours
available:



Category: Messenger Bags   
Gender: UNISEX     
Product Medium Size Messenger Bag with highly resistant  
Description: and adjustable nylon strap, made principally out  
 of reused tyre inner tubes on the front and water  
 resistant nylon fabric on the back.
Weight: 850 grs    
Dimensions:  (MM) 330 × 250 × 75    
 (Inches) 12,99 × 9,84 × 2,95  
Volume: 13 Liters / 13” Laptop 
Outside: Shoulder strap with removable pad  
 Water Resistant  
 Zipper and velcro closure  
 Large external zipper pocket on the back 
Inside: Internal Laptop compartment for full protection 
 up to 13-inch
 Internal practical organizer with zipper pocket

Other size: 15” 

LAPTOP 13”
Colours
available:

Category: Messenger Bags 
Gender: UNISEX 
Product Small Messenger Bag with highly resistant and 
Description: adjustable nylon strap, made principally out 
 of reused tyre inner tubes on the front and water  
 resistant nylon fabric on the back.
Weight: 850 grs     
Dimensions:  (MM) 350 × 270 × 70    
 (Inches) 13,78 × 10,63 × 2,75  
Volume: Ipad / Ipad 2 
Outside: Shoulder strap with removable pad  
 Water Resistant  
 Velcro closure     
Inside: Small zippered mesh pocket   
 Internal practical organizer with zipper pocket 
 Key Holder Hook   
 
Other size: 15”

PLAZA T
Colours
available:
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Category: Messenger Bags 
Gender: UNISEX 
Product Small Messenger Bag with highly resistant and
Description: adjustable nylon strap, made principally out of  
 reused tyre inner tubes on the front and water  
 resistant nylon fabric on the back.  
Weight: 950 grs     
Dimensions:  (MM) 320 × 300 × 100    
 (Inches) 12,59 × 11,81 × 3,93  
Volume: 15” Laptop 
Outside: Shoulder strap with removable pad  
 Water Resistant  
 Velcro closure  
 Small external zipper pocket on the front  
 Small external button pocket on the front
Inside: Small zippered mesh pocket   
 Internal practical organizer with zipper pocket 
  Key Holder Hook

Other size: 15”

Category: Messenger Bags   
Gender: UNISEX     
Product Small Messenger Bag with highly resistant and  
Description: radjustable nylon strap, made principally out  
 of reused tyre inner tubes on the front and water  
 resistant nylon fabric on the back.
Weight: 750 grs.     
Dimensions:  (MM) 340 × 340 × 70    
 (Inches) 13,38 × 13,38 × 2,75  
Volume: Ipad / Ipad 2 
Outside: Shoulder strap with removable pad  
 Water Resistant  
 Magnetic Closure     
 Inside: Small zippered mesh pocket   
 Internal practical organizer with zipper pocket 
  Key Holder Hook 

Other size: 15”

PLAZA L

MAGNETO

Colours
available:

Colours
available:



Category: Accessories   
Gender: UNISEX     
Product Portable Shopping Bag with circle shaped case,  
Description: made principally out of reused tyre inner tubes. 
 A very functional light and fun case you can use  
 to do your shopping. 
Weight: 100 grs    
Dimensions:  (MM) 140 × 110 × 40    
 (Inches) 5,51 × 4,33 × 1,57  
Outside: Shopping bag case with zipper closure  
 Metallic hook, easy to carry.  
Inside: Shopping bag made with washable, water resistant  
 and dirt repellent fabric.  

BULLET
Colours
available:

Category: Accessories   
Gender: UNISEX     
Product Slim Wallet with Pockets for bills, cards and  
Description: documents, made principally out of reused tyre  
 inner tubes. The Bill wallet is a well-designed  
 and handcrafted product, with an easy-access  
 front card pockets, lightweight and durable.
Weight: 50 grs     
Dimensions:  (MM) 110 × 90 × 12    
 (Inches) 4,33 × 3,54 × 0,39  
Outside: Durable and light weight. 
 External pocket for metro / bus card   
Inside: Interior made with washable, water resistant and dirt  
 repellent fabric.
 6 practical pockets for credit cards, ID’s, business cards 

BILL 
Colours
available:
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Category: Accessories 
Gender: UNISEX 
Product Portable Shopping Bag with fish shaped case,  
Description: made principally out of reused tyre inner tubes.  
 A very functional light and fun case you can use  
 to do your shopping.  
Weight: 100 grs     
Dimensions:  (MM) 140 × 120 × 40    
 (Inches) 5,51 × 4,72 × 1,57 
Outside: Shopping bag case with zipper closure
 Metallic hook, easy to carry. 
Inside: Shopping bag made with washable, water  
 resistant and dirt repellent fabric.

FISH  
Colours
available:

Category: Accessories 
Gender: UNISEX 
Product Iphone Sleeve with a back strap system and  
Description: velvet inner lining, made principally out of reused  
 tyre inner tubes.
 This item is both protective and fashionable, with  
 a very quick and easy access to your Iphone
Weight: 50 grs    
Dimensions:  (MM) 150 × 85 × 10    
 (Inches) 38,10 × 21,59 × 25,40  
 
Volume: Fits Iphone 4 / 4S 
Outside: Inner tube on the outside  
 Water resistant  
 Ultra-portable      
Inside: Velvet lining inside  
 Strap system on the back for quick 
 iPhone access    
 

CEDRO IPHONE SLEEVE
Colours
available:



Category: Accessories   
Gender: UNISEX     
Product Horizontal Ipad Sleeve with fine foam lining and 
Description: velcro closure, made principally out of reused  
 tyre inner tubes. 
Weight: 350 grs      
Dimensions:  (MM) 275 × 220 × 20    
 (Inches) 69,85 × 55,88 × 50,80 
Outside: Water resistant      
  Inner tube on the outside    
  Ultra portable      
  Velcro closure system    
  Practical multi organizer pocket on the back 
 with zipper  
Inside: Foam protection on the inside    
  Pull tab for quick iPad access    

TALA IPAD SLEEVE
Colours
available:

Category: Accessories 
Gender: UNISEX 
Product Vertical Ipad Sleeve with fine foam lining and  
Description: velcro closure, made principally out of reused  
 tyre inner tubes.  
Weight: 280 grs     
Dimensions:  (MM) 250 × 210 × 20    
 (Inches) 9,84 × 8,26 × 7,87 
Outside: Water resistant      
 Inner tube on the outside    
 Ultra portable      
 Velcro closure system 
Inside: Foam protection on the inside    
 Pull tab for quick iPad access

NOGAL IPAD SLEEVE  
Colours
available:
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Category: Accessories 
Gender: UNISEX 
Product IVertical Ipad Mini Sleeve with fine foam lining and  
Description: velcro closure, made principally out of reused  
 tyre inner tubes.
Weight: 250 grs     
Dimensions:  (MM) 250 × 195 × 20    
 (Inches) 63,5 × 49,53 × 50,80  
Volume: Ipad Mini  
Outside: Water resistant      
  Inner tube on the outside    
 Ultra portable      
 Velcro closure system     
Inside: Foam protection on the inside
 Pull tab for quick iPad Mini access  
   
 

FICUS MINI IPAD SLEEVE
Colours
available:

Category: Accessories   
Gender: UNISEX     
Product Horizontal Ipad Mini Sleeve with fine foam lining and  
Description: velcro closure, made principally out of reused  
 tyre inner tubes.
Weight: 300 grs    
Dimensions:  (MM) 240 × 190 × 20    
 (Inches) 60,96 × 48,26 × 50,80 
Outside: Water resistant      
 Inner tube on the outside    
 Ultra portable      
 Velcro closure system     
  Practical multi organizer pocket on 
 the back with zipper  
Inside: Foam protection on the inside  
 Pull tab for quick iPad access  

PINO MINI IPAD SLEEVE
Colours
available:



PREMIUM
COLLECTION
“Using our top of the range inner tubes 
in combination with the finest fabrics, 
leathers, fixtures and zippers, we’ve 
created our premium line„ 

“Objects inspired by the Pangolin animal’s 
biomechanics. Using this animal from the 
Armadillo family as reference, we have  
designed the pangolin line. Space containers 
whose structure, form and movement  
are created through layers or surfaces  
joined by membranes„
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Category: Backpacks    

Gender: UNISEX   
  
Product The Original. Uniquely designed Backpack  
Description: inspired by the Pangolin animal’s biomechanics,  
 made principally out of reused tyre inner tubes.  
 Inspired by an armored animal, the Pangolin  
 Backpack is the edgiest way to show off daring,  
 urban style.  

Weight: 1750 gr   

Dimensions:  (MM) 440 × 370 × 270  
 (Inches) 17,32 × 14,56 × 10,63 
  

Volume: Ipad / Ipad 2

Outside: Design Award Winner in Colombia 
 (Lapiz de Acero 2010)
 Airfl ow Back channels for comfort and 
 ergonomics  
 Padded adjustable shoulder straps  
 Refl ective on the side    
 Clip closure on the top of the back

Inside: Black / Grey & Orange Inner Lining

PANGOLIN
Colours
available:
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Category: Backpacks   
Gender: CHILDREN     
Product Uniquely designed Backpack inspired by the Pangolin  
Description: animal’s biomechanics, made principally out of  
 reused tyre inner tubes. 
Weight: 600 gr    
Dimensions:  (MM) 285 × 240 × 230     
 (Inches) 11,22 × 9,44 × 9,05 
Volume: Kids Meals and Toys
Outside: Water Resistant  
 Design Award Winner in Colombia 
 (Lapiz de Acero 2010)
 Airfl ow Back channels for comfort 
 and ergonomics.  
 Padded adjustable shoulder straps  
 Fun frog design on layers.  
 Velcro closures on the side.  
Inside: Removable bag, made out of waterproof 
 and easy washable fabric.   

Category: Backpacks   
Gender: CHILDREN     
Product Uniquely designed Backpack inspired by the Pangolin  
Description: animal’s biomechanics, made principally out of  
 reused tyre inner tubes. 
Weight: 600 gr    
Dimensions:  (MM) 285 × 240 × 230     
 (Inches) 11,22 × 9,44 × 9,05 
Volume: Kids Meals and Toys 
Outside: Water Resistant  
 Design Award Winner in Colombia 
 (Lapiz de Acero 2010)
 Airfl ow Back channels for comfort 
 and ergonomics.  
 Padded adjustable shoulder straps  
 Fun butterfl y design on layers  
 Velcro closures on the side.  
Inside: Removable bag, made out of waterproof 
 and easy washable fabric.   

PANGOLIN BOY

PANGOLIN GIRL

Colours
available:

Colours
available:



Category: Handbags   
Gender: FEMALE     
Product Uniquely designed HandBag inspired by the Pangolin  
Description: animal’s biomechanics, made principally out of reused  
 tyre inner tubes. A unique shoulder handbag  
 featuring a magnetic closure and chain chromed strap. 
Weight: 700 grs     
Dimensions:  (MM) 270 × 260 × 160     
 (Inches) 10,63 × 10,23 × 6,29  
Volume: Mobile Phone 
Outside: Chain chromed strap  
 Water Resistant  
 Retractable layers closure with magnets   
Inside: Easily washable and dirt repellent inner lining 
 

Category: Handbags   
Gender: FEMALE     
Product Uniquely designed handbag inspired by the Pangolin  
Description: animal’s biomechanics, made out of reused tyre  
 inner tube and fine Colombian leather. 
Weight: 1000 grs    
Dimensions:  (MM) 400 × 240 × 210     
 (Inches) 15,74 × 9,44 × 8,26  
Volume: Iphone 
Outside: Retractable layers closure with magnets
Inside: Easily washable and dirt repellent inner lining  
 

PANGOLINA

TATOU

Colours
available:

Colours
available:
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CYCLUS S.A.S
Transversal 22 bis # 60-65
Bogota, COLOMBIA
Tel:  +57 1 212 64 25
Email:  info@cyclus.com.co

www.cyclus.com.co


